Using association rules to discover Jeopardy! constructions
Chris Peverada

Lists that don’t list: A multimodal account of very short lists with general extenders
Sally Rice & Jennifer Hinnell

Null objects in Paraguayan Spanish
Josefina Bittar

Differences in prosodic entrainment between beats and representational gestures suggest differences in gestural motor origins
Ryan D. Smith

Hand orientation in Spanish monolingual co-speech gestures constructions
Fredy Mendieta Rodriguez

“it means grab it and go”: A cross-cultural folk linguistic analysis of linguistic variations in disaster warnings
Amy Takebe

Articulating the concept of linguistic re-formation to advance work on raciolinguistic enregisterment: How Florida schools re-formed Náhuatl into Spanish during enrollment
Rebecca Campbell-Montalvo

The influence of space and intersubjectivity on Spanish speakers in Mexico and New Mexico
Naomi Shin and Fredy Mendieta

Demonstratives as sources for turn-holding devices: the case of Spanish ‘este’ and ‘esta’
Rosa Vallesio

Nigerian Pidgin English: The identity of a Nigerian away from home
Precious Affia

Culture-specific uses and pragmatic functions of novel metaphors/metonymies in Chinese sitcoms
Shuyang Ye

A battle or a journey? Use of metaphor by young women with chronic illness
Hann Bingham Brunner

A changing Catalan: La llengua propia and language attitudes towards ‘new speakers’ of Catalan
Ashley Coogan

ASL demonstratives: A new conceptual framework
Paul Twitchell, David Player, Jill Morford

The influence of space and intersubjectivity on Spanish speakers in Mexico and New Mexico
Naomi Shin and Fredy Mendieta

Demonstratives as sources for turn-holding devices: the case of Spanish ‘este’ and ‘esta’
Rosa Vallesio

Nigerian Pidgin English: The identity of a Nigerian away from home
Precious Affia
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>13:45</th>
<th>ACOMA LIGHTNING TALKS I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15:15</td>
<td>LOBO LIGHTNING TALKS II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:30</td>
<td>COFFEE BREAK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:15</td>
<td>FIESTA LIGHTNING TALKS III</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reduction in time of /ea/ in Spanish spontaneous conversation**
Karol Ibarra Zetter

**A linguistic and cultural-rhetorical analysis of COVID-19 verb collocations**
Allison Hauser & Alyssa Herman

**Internet-influenced shifts in compound word formation and usage frequency**
Kelly Kendro, Mary Akbay & Scott Jarvis

**Quantifying word orders in Mandarin Chinese: A prototypical-typological perspective**
Xiaolong Lu

**Balancing and deranking of complement clauses in languages of the Americas**
Bethany Lycan

**L1 and L2 writing fluency: A corpus-based comparative approach**
Gaëtanelle Gilquin

**The pragmatics of gaze patterns and discourse from a local family sign language**
Laura Horton & James M. Walder

**The role of transverse temporal gesture in thinking about the mental timeline in Persian**
Shervin Nosrati

**Perceiving and evaluating computer animated avatars’ signing: An exploratory study**
Joseph Hill & Ragib Mahmood

**A primary study on the homesign system of an isolated Deaf community in Fujian, China**
Huan Sheng, Hao Lin, Ailing Xiao & Xiaolin Zhou

**Compounding in Hong Kong Sign Language**
Yuting Zhang

**Typology of word order in an emerging homesign system**
Seyyed Hatam Tamimi Sa’D & Ronnie Wilbur

**Constructing Rahaf’s image: Specific reference to nomination and predication strategies in an online newspaper**
Haifa Almotiary

**Exemplification, topic management, and unexpectedness: The case of the Japanese X Toka**
Motomi Kajitani

**Regarding “irregardless”: A constructional approach to an oft-maligned word**
Vera Xia

**I am shopping handbags**: The emergent “Shop DP” construction in the context of online shopping
Melissa Cronin

**The pragmatics of gaze patterns and discourse from a local family sign language**
Laura Horton & James M. Walder

**The role of transverse temporal gesture in thinking about the mental timeline in Persian**
Shervin Nosrati

**Perceiving and evaluating computer animated avatars’ signing: An exploratory study**
Joseph Hill & Ragib Mahmood

**A primary study on the homesign system of an isolated Deaf community in Fujian, China**
Huan Sheng, Hao Lin, Ailing Xiao & Xiaolin Zhou

**Compounding in Hong Kong Sign Language**
Yuting Zhang

**Typology of word order in an emerging homesign system**
Seyyed Hatam Tamimi Sa’D & Ronnie Wilbur

**Constructing Rahaf’s image: Specific reference to nomination and predication strategies in an online newspaper**
Haifa Almotiary

**Exemplification, topic management, and unexpectedness: The case of the Japanese X Toka**
Motomi Kajitani

**Regarding “irregardless”: A constructional approach to an oft-maligned word**
Vera Xia

**I am shopping handbags**: The emergent “Shop DP” construction in the context of online shopping
Melissa Cronin

**Slack channel**
- Additional Q&A
- Introductions
- Ride-sharing and coordinating

**HDSL Website**
- Local information
- Accomodations
- RID CEUs

**OSF website**
- Abstracts
- Posters
- Profiles